The Hong Kong Paediatric Society
and
Hong Kong Paediatric Nurses Association Ltd.

Joint Annual Scientific Meeting 2013

Date: September 8, 2013 (Sunday)

Venue: Queen Elizabeth Hospital
Registration & Poster: Lecture Hall, G/F, Block M
Doctors’ Session: Room 2, G/F, Block M
Nurses’ Session: Lecture Theater, G/F, Block M

PROGRAMME

12:30pm - 1:30pm  Registration, Buffet Lunch and Setting up Posters
1:30pm - 2:30pm  Poster Viewing

2:30pm - 5:30pm  Oral Paper Presentations

Doctors’ Session
Chairpersons: Prof. CHAN Chi Fung, Godfrey
Dr. KO Po Wan

Nurses’ Session
Chairperson: Ms. TANG Sze Kit

ENQUIRY (Doctors)
Prof. CHAN Chi Fung, Godfrey
Department of Paediatrics
Queen Mary Hospital
Via email: asmtang@hku.hk
Abstract form available at: http://medicine.org.hk/hkps

ENQUIRY (Nurses)
Ms. TANG Sze Kit
Department of Paediatrics and Adolescent Medicine
Princess Margaret Hospital
E-mail: tangsk3@ha.org.hk
Please register through the Nursing Heads of your Department

ACCREDITATION
Hong Kong College of Paediatricians CME (Cat A): 3 points
Hong Kong Paediatric Nurses Association Ltd CNE: 2.5 points

This Meeting is supported by an Education Grant of
Mead Johnson Nutrition (H.K.) Ltd.